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Idea, goals and choices
Problem DSMLs require to implement new V&V tools
⇒ time consuming and error prone task
Solution Translating DSMLs into existing formal languages
⇒ reuse existing V&V for formal languages
Additional requirements for this work:
Traceability required between informal requirements and the
modeled system, especially for safety properties
Safety properties = invariants on states of the system
Our choices for this first approach: SysML and the B method
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Background: studied languages
SysML (Systems Modeling Language)
Structural and behavioral modeling for systems engineering
Extends a subset of UML, graphical syntax
Possible to enrich models with others languages, including:
→ Alf (Action Language for Foundational UML)
→ OCL (Object Constraint Language)
B method
Software oriented formal method
Based on set theory, Hoare logic, first order logic
Uses abstract machines refined towards implementations
Properties verified using theorem proving
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How to use the B method for our approach?
How to use the B language at its “best”?
How to handle huge systems (scalability)?
B notions
Module 1 abstract machine (AM), 0+ refinements,
0-1 implementation
AM Specification part – independent
Impl. Implementation part – can use other modules
Two main possibilities:
1 Purely abstract modules linked by includes
2 Developed modules linked by imports
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Industrial use of the B method
Problems with option 1
Abstract modules + includes = “one big module”
⇒ Scalability issues
Good/common industrial practices: option 2
Developed modules + imports = real decomposition
⇒ Better scalability: properties contained in subsystems
⇒ Can be compiled in C or Ada
Intermediate refinements rarely used
A prevailing tool: Atelier-B
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Our B subset for this first approach
Developed modules with 1 abstract machine and
1 implementation (no intermediate refinements)
Imports links for instantiation and sees links for read accesses
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Finding semantic similarities with SysML
Semantic similarities
Features of both languages that are close semantically
Searching for semantic similarities = reading official
specifications of both languages and highlighting potentially
related parts
Specifications written in natural language: subjectivity
Formal definitions (ex. B execution semantics in the B book)
not taken into account: we look at the roles of the features
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Examples of semantic similarities
B Language Manual OMG SysML specification
“A B module models a sub-
system; it forms a part of a B
project.”
“A Block is a modular unit that de-
scribes the structure of a system or
element. ”
“Import is used to structure
a B project into layers, since
the implementation of a mod-
ule is implemented by import-
ing other modules.”
“SysML blocks [. . . ] provide the
ability to represent a system hierar-
chy, in which a system at one level
is composed of systems at a more
basic level. [. . . ] A part prop-
erty holds instances that belong to
a larger whole.”
12 semantic similarities identified in this first approach
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Obtained SysML subset
System decomposed in blocks using part properties links
Blocks data stored in value properties (integers, boolean,
enumerations)
Behaviors described in operations written in Alf
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Some additions to our SysML subset
Missing counterparts for essential concepts of B
Need to differentiate the main block of the system
No notion of abstract data
Need to differentiate constraints related to subsystems
→ Profile with three stereotypes: «main», «abstract», «gluing»
Need for a practical way to design reactive systems
Existing work of [Sekerenski 1998] on the translation of UML
state machines into B
→ Using this work, state machines added to our SysML subset
14 rules written in natural language to define our SysML subset
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Translating SysML into B
Mapping directly based on semantic similarities
19 transformation rules defined with minimal examples
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Translating SysML into B
Mapping directly based on semantic similarities
19 transformation rules defined with minimal examples
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Translating SysML into B
Mapping directly based on semantic similarities
19 transformation rules defined with minimal examples
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Case study
Informal specification of a railway crossing controller
Two tracks (inbound and outbound) both with a critical
section between two train sensors
Cars may pass on the crossing road
Main requirement: when trains are in the critical sections,
barriers, bells, and lamps must be activate accordingly
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Case study: SysML block definition diagram
Simplified version: 2 lamps to lit when trains are in the critical
sections, 1 lamp to lit when there is a failure
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Case study: SysML state machine
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is on ∈ B
INITIALISATION
is on := FALSE
OPERATIONS
turn on = is on := TRUE;





turn on = skip;
turn off = skip
END
Figure 3: B module obtained from the Lamp block
of the SysML model of Figure 2.
4.3 Translation of SysML into B
Now that we have a SysML subset corresponding to the tar-
geted B subset, the last step of our work is the definition of a
translation toward the B method. Semantic similarities we
identified between both languages allowed us to delimit the
SysML we use, but also directly gives us a mapping between
SysML and B concepts, which directly leads to transforma-
tion rules. Figures 3 and 4 are parts of a B model that re-
sults from the application of such rules of the SysML model
introduced Section 4.2.3.
Each block of the SysML model is translated into a B mod-
ule, which is made of an abstract machine with the same
name as the block (ex. Lamp) and an implementation with
a i suffix (ex. Lamp i). Part properties of the Controller
block (ex. lamp1) are translated into imports links with the
same names. Regular value properties (ex. train_counter)
become B concrete variables, whereas those with their is-
ReadOnly attribute set (ex. MAX_TRAINS) become B con-
crete constants. Abstract elements of the SysML model
(is_on property, behaviors of the turn_on and turn_off
operations) are translated into purely abstract B data and
behaviors. Constraints of the SysML model are translated
into their B predicate counterpart as a clause of a B invari-
ant of the corresponding module. If the constraint is tagged
with the gluing stereotype, we put it in the invariant of the
implementation – this is necessary since B imports are only
visible from there. Note that we do not present the part
of the transformation that concerns state machines, as we
chose to focus on SysML blocks in this paper. When im-
porting the whole model in Atelier B, 49 Proof Obligations
(PO) are generated3. They are all solved automatically.
Our translation is defined by 19 rules established using min-
imal examples (presented in [5]). Using Model Driven En-
gineering (MDE) techniques, we implemented a proprietary
model transformation written in Kermeta [17]. The tool
takes as input a SysML model encoded using the XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) format, and applies a model-
to-model transformation defined between the SysML meta-
model and the B metamodel4. Then, a model-to-text trans-
formation is applied to the B model encoded in XMI to
obtain a usable Atelier B project. More information about
the tool can be found in a dedicated web page [6].
3PO distribution: 2 for initial values, 12 for under-
flows/overflows of the counter, and 35 for safety invariants.
4We wanted to use the B metamodel of Idani [10], but as
it focuses on dependencies between B constructs, we had to
design one that considers the complete B abstract syntax.
5. RELATED WORK
Snook and Butler [21] worked on a translation from UML
towards the B method. While their motivation is similar
to ours – extending UML to provide an easier way to use
the B method– their solution is different. They transform a
whole UML model into a single B module, while we prefer to
have several machines within a well decomposed B project.
To enrich their UML models, they designed a language called
µB with a B-like syntax, while we chose to use existing OCL
and Alf languages. Finally, they designed a UML profile to
tag UML elements with many B concepts, while the profile
we defined for SysML is as non-intrusive and lightweight
as possible. We believe that our choices lead to a process
requiring less knowledge of the B method, while taking into
account how the B method is industrially used.
Many other works offered ways to transform UML models
into B. Lano, Clark and Androutsopoulos [13] worked on
the translation of UML-RSDS models into B. Laleau and
Polack [11] suggested a transformation process oriented to-
wards Information Systems (IS) modeled in UML, using an
extension of UML called IS UML. Meyer and Souquières
[16] originally worked on the translation of Object Modeling
Technique (OMT) models. However, all these approaches
only worked with B abstract modules and includes links,
while we focused and developed modules and imports links.
We already mentioned the work of Sekerinski on state ma-
chines [20]. He is one of the few who went through most
possibilities offered by state machines: composite states, or-
thogonality, spontaneous transitions, etc. However, he does
not consider structure modeling with blocks or classes, and
only provide a way to translate a state machine diagram into
a single B abstract machine.
To our knowledge, the work of Laleau, Semmak, Matoussi
and Gnaho [12, 15, 14] is the only other attempt to combine
SysML and the B method in a same process. Their work fo-
cuses on the SysML requirement diagram and is based on the
following observation: relationships between SysML require-
ments are quite limited compared to more elaborated goal-
based approaches. Their solution consists in adding KAOS
(Keep All Objectives Satisfied) concepts inside SysML by
defining a SysML profile. Then, they define a transforma-
tion from this extended SysML towards Event-B – a recent
event based alternative to the B method – which turns re-
quirements into B events. While this work may lead to an
interesting goal-based approach for SysML, it only focuses
on SysML requirements and is quite far from our own ob-
jective of modeling complete functional systems using blocks
and state machines.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we looked at how to provide early V&V for
the SysML language using the existing tool-supported B
method. Our goals were to consider models designed at
the implementation level and to use this formal method in
a scalable way. Our contribution relies in the alignment of
SysML with the B method in three steps. The first one is
the definition of a subset of the B method that focuses on
good decomposition, using imports and sees links between
B modules. The second step is a search for semantic simi-
larities between SysML and the previously identified subset
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Case study: controller in B
MACHINE Controller




MAX TRAINS ∈ INT ∧ MAX TRAINS = 15
CONCRETE VARIABLES
Controller state, train counter
INVARIANT
Controller state∈Controller states ∧ train counter∈INT∧
(Controller state = WSnotEmpty
⇒(train counter≤MAX TRAINS∧train counter>0))∧
(Controller state = WSEmpty ⇒ (train counter = 0))
INITIALISATION







IMPORTS lamp1.Lamp, lamp2.Lamp, failure lamp.Lamp
INVARIANT
((train counter > 0)
⇒(lamp1.is on=TRUE ∧ lamp2.is on=TRUE))∧
((train counter < 0 ∨ train counter > MAX TRAINS)









Figure 4: B module obtained from the Controller block of the SysML model of Figure 2.
of the B method, in order to define a subset of the SysML
language semantically close to the subset of B. Our retained
subset relies on block definition and state machine diagrams.
We had to define a SysML profile in order to fill a gap with
some B concepts. The third step relies on found similarities
to define a transformation with a semantic gap as little as
possible. We implemented it using the Kermeta language.
We applied this SysML to B transformation on a concrete
example from the rail industry, and managed to prove all
safety properties.
This work is a first experiment limited to simple data struc-
tures and without making real use of the B method refine-
ment capabilities. Aligning both languages aims to preserve
semantics during the transformation, but such preservation
is not proved thus far. Moreover, this work lacks effective
support of traceability using SysML mechanisms and errors
identified by the B method cannot be easily linked to the
original SysML model. Further work will extend this V&V
approach to other DSMLs and formal methods, with a par-
ticular focus on bidirectional transformation for traceability
and reflecting identified errors on the original model.
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Conclusion
Suggestion of a V&V approach for SysML using the B method
Alignment of both languages
1 Restricted B method subset
2 Restricted SysML subset based on the restricted B subset;
some gaps filed with a profile and state machines
3 Translation of the restricted SysML into the restricted B
Successful application on an industrial case study: safety
properties are translated and proved
Implemented tool: using Model Driven Engineering (MDE)
principles, model transformation written in Kermeta
Further work: combining different V&V approaches for one DSL;
bidirectional transformation (traceability, reflecting identified errors
on the original model).
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